DIRECTIONS TO OFFICES
BEETHOVENSTRAAT AMSTERDAM
Office
Beethovenstraat 300*
1077 WZ Amsterdam
T 0800 1737

* Car Park World Trade Center
Strawinskylaan 1
1077 XW Amsterdam

By car
Approaching from Utrecht
On the ring road A10 (zuid/south), take exit s109 - RAI. At the end of
the exit, turn left, passing under the dual carriageway. At the traffic
lights, turn right. Follow this road until the first set of traffic lights,
where you turn right again. After approximately 200 metres, you
pass under the flyover. You are now on the (extended) Beethoven
straat; Van Lanschot Kempen is to your left.
Approaching from The Hague
On the ring road A10 (zuid/south), take exit s108 - VU. At the end of the
exit, follow the signs for the WTC (World Trade Centre). Turn left onto
Amstelveenseweg, and immediately thereafter turn left again, onto
De Boelelaan. At the second junction, turn left onto Parnassusweg,
pass under the flyover, and take the second right-hand exit onto
Strawinskylaan.
Parking
The car park is at Strawinskylaan 1. When entering the WTC car
park, take a ticket from the machine. You can have this ticket stamped
at our reception desk so that you can use it as an exit card when you
leave. Drive into the car park and follow the signs for ‘Van Lanschot
Kempen’. Here, you can check in using the intercom. You can park
your car in any of the ‘visitors’ spots. We recommend that you
continue to drive in as far as possible, as the Van Lanschot Kempen
entrance is located at the far end. The white door is the entrance to
Van Lanschot Kempen.
By public transport
Van Lanschot Kempen can be reached by train, tram, metro and bus.
Several trains, (express) tram 5, metro 50 and 51 as well as several
bus lines stop at station Amsterdam Zuid. For further information go
to: www.9292ov.nl.
Walking directions (outside) <5 minutes
From station Amsterdam Zuid walk in the direction of Zuidplein,
leaving the station/tunnel turn right onto Mathijs Vermeulenpad. Walk
parallel to the railway tracks with the office buildings on the left-hand
side. At the end, you will see the Van Lanschot Kempen building to
your left.

